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ABSTRACT:   

 
Now a day’s authentication plays a prominent mantle in each and every cloud services. As a 
part of security, it is not safe to be contingent on text watchwords and incisive image 
watchwords. And also services provided systems must to be further secure and should be 
reliable, as each and every task is performed, which is related to user’s data. Particularly 
authentication and validation of user access is the major task. Text watchwords and incisive 
image watchwords are not secure, because there is a chance of surfing difficulty. The 
SkipCloud used, is provided with just login credentials which is a very simple technique where 
possibility of hacking is more. So, in order to overcome this problem we implemented an 
proficient algorithm for secured authentication services. The algorithm mainly deals with 
Images and Visual Cryptography. As a solution to the problem, in this paper, at the time of 
first registration, the user is provided an email id and then an image of the user’s selection.  
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[1] INTRODUCTION 

Cloud figuring offers on request administrations to clients with the properties of 

appropriated frameworks, for example, boundless virtual assets, dynamic scalability, and 

additionally cost favorable circumstances for business associations. Security issues that emerge 

inside this figuring environment result in different obstructions from both business and 

innovative points of view. There is a nonstop advancement of security arrangements with heaps 

of difficulties for a cloud domain. Security as a Service is a fairly new way to deal with give 

security answers for a cloud domain in an expert and brought together way. Few cloud 

suppliers have a framework that contains brought together security foundation, which can give 

every one of the necessities of clients from the security point of view. 
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There are authentication techniques like text password based authentication, graphical 

image authentication, biometric authentication, image based authentication and so on. Mostly 

now a day's authentication system in use is text related passwords. But, text passwords are 

insecure for most of the applications that use security by access control mechanisms.  

Authenticating through text based passwords has some drawbacks. Some secured text 

password related authentication processes are costly and may require some hardware. In 

graphical password system authentication is by clicking on images rather than typing text. 

Categorized techniques of graphical password system are Recognition Based Techniques and 

Recall Based Techniques. But there is a problem of shoulder sniffing problem with graphical 

passwords. Biometric authentication is an expensive process as it requires hardware. So here to 

overcome all these drawbacks we are going through a system that use image based 

authentication using visual cryptography.  

Image based authentication is based on a user's successful identification of image 

password set. User is given a image share at the time of registration and during authentication 

user have to provide the image share correctly to get authenticated. We are using visual 

cryptography technique for secure authentication. Visual Cryptography technique involves 

encryption of image and that encrypted image is divided into some shares and decrypting those 

shares and overlapping will give us the original image. Image password is easily remembered 

than string of character password and is more secure. Image based authentication is less 

vulnerable by attacker.  

Visual cryptography scheme (VCS) is proposed by Naor and Shamir [2]. Visual 

cryptography (VC) is the scheme used for the secrete share of image, in that secret share the 

original image is divided into number of shares and that share is distributed to some number of 

participants as each to one. That secret image is recoverable only when participant share their 

secret.  

Visual Cryptography System divides image into random shares and information of shares is 

not revealed but only size of share can be known. We get the original image by stacking shares. 

Visual cryptography encodes binary image into n shares of random binary patterns. The image 

can be visually decoded. This cryptographic encryption technique involves pixel shuffling and 

inters changing their position to create the ciphered image; this proposed method makes it 

difficult for decryption of the image without prior knowledge of the algorithm. 

 

[1.1] EXISTING METHODOLOGY [1]  

In existing methodology, we have a SkipCloud [3][5] in which it holds identity of all 

the available datacenters. For data publishing and subscribing of user’s needs datacenters are 

available. Here the users are divided into publisher/subscriber [3][4][5]. 

From the below figure 1, the Publisher P, cooperates through SkipCloud straight 

forwardly and it finds the correct accessibility of the occasion in the comparing broker 

character given and advances the occasion to broker B7 which associates with the Datacenter 4 

to distribute a few information. The data center which is significant for distributing the 

membership, distribute the substance and sends the effective reaction to the client. 

Additionally, S1 is the subscriber that is, the intrigued client begins subscribing the 

information. Along these lines, collaborates with the SkipCloud for pertinent datacenter 

accessibility for subscribing the information. The accessibility of the occasion is available in 

broker B4 and along these lines the occasion sent to that specific broker who is in datacenter 2 

will be transmitted to subscriber S1. 
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Figure: 1 SkipCloud Management System Architecture 

Additionally, S2 is another subscriber that is, the intrigued client begins subscribing the 

information. Along these lines, interfaces with the SkipCloud for applicable datacenter 

accessibility for subscribing the information. The accessibility of the occasion is available in 

broker B6 and in this manner the occasion sent to that specific broker who is in datacenter 3. 

What's more, again the occasion is will be transmitted to subscriber S2. 

Therefore, we come to know that the publisher/subscriber should compulsorily connect 

to the SkipCloud for satisfying their needs. 

In shielding protection from programmers to a SkipCloud, authentication assumes a 

noteworthy part. Authentication [1] is the way toward checking the character of a user so that 

the user gets to be distinctly known by the system. Get to is denied to users the individuals who 

neglect to authenticate effectively, in this way taking out the danger of vindictive clients acting 

like legitimate system users. For users who verify effectively, we can characterize arrangements 

that authorize use principles and gauges. We can likewise influence our current user gatherings 

to uphold strategy. Procedure of figuring out which assets a user or group can get to called 

approval which can just happen after fruitful authentication. We can likewise design the 

machine to log the exercises of confirmed clients so we can screen client action in logs and 

reports. This permits you to survey how well your approaches are functioning or find clients 

who are abusing assets or presenting your system to potential dangers. 

 

[2] LITERATURE SURVEY  

The improvement of user identity management protocol [6] expects to answer a few 

questions being asked by partners and designers. Some these questions are on authorization, 

authentication, encryption, key management identity provisioning and so on. We endeavor 

these questions in our architecture and the U-IDM protocol created. Our approach in 

illuminating these difficulties that brought up a few issues is to build up a "user identity 

management protocol that will include arrange by organize exchanges' check of the customers. 

We thought about authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) in building up this 
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protocol. These 3A are crucial to the usage of any protocol in cloud computing situations. 

Figure 2 portrays our U-IDM protocol. The partners cooperate to accomplish successive trans-

activities by checking the security of their infrastructural systems. The partners are cloud 

specialist co-ops, registry, metering, charging, and customers. Bank and ISPs and others are not 

forgotten. 

Actions:  

1: customer sends request to cloud service provider through ISPs  

2: authenticate (verify) customer’s device/attributes and forward the request to the provider  

3: cloud service provider authenticates the customer and forwards the request to cloud services’ 

registry for provisioning and service confirmation  

4: cloud services’ registry send the request to the cloud services’ metering unit to determine the 

cost implications  

5: the metering unit sends the cost implications back to services’ registry  

6: services’ registry sends it to service provider  

7: service provider forward the request to the billing section  

8: billing section determines the amount to be paid and send it back  

9: service provider forward the amount and other payment detail information to the customer  

10: customer returns payment details to the service provider  

11: service provider sends the payment details to the bank  

12: the bank acknowledges the payment details and sends the confirmation to the service 

provider  

13: service provider sends the payment confirmation to the services’ registry  

14: services’ registry authorized the transaction and provides the service to the customer 

 

[3] PROPOSED DESIGN 

[3.1] COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 

       1. Preprocessing 

       2. Creation of Shares 

       3. Post-Processing Process 

[3.2.1] PREPROCESSING 

In this stage the image taken as input is embedded with the userid, of the actual user 

using basic Steganography process and later it is encrypted by using basic Visual Cryptography 

System (VCS). Below figure: 2 is the image taken as input. 

 

Image in the above figure 2 is uploaded by applicant during registration will be 

encrypted using VCS technique. In this encryption image converted to binary format. The 

encrypted form of figure: 2 is as follows 
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Figure: 3 Encrypted image of input 

 

[3.2.2] CREATION OF SHARES 

Cloud computing paradigm is a service oriented system that delivers services to the 

customer at low cost. Cloud computing needs to address three main security issues: 

confidentiality, integrity and availability. In this paper, we propose an algorithm for cloud 

computing customers and cloud service providers. This algorithm will authenticate and 

authorize customers/providers in other to achieve global defense networks. The algorithm will 

be developed to achieve the set of global security objectives in cloud computing 

environments. Confidentiality, integrity and availability are the key challenges of web 

services’ or utility providers. For this, we used a basic visual cryptography scheme (2,N) for 

dividing the given image into shares.  

The end user gives an image of his/her like with good clarity along with the 

registration details initially. In the registration process, with the details the image is underwent 

preprocessing and two shares are have been created. Among the two shares, one share is sent 

to the GMAIL server of end user and the other sent to the application database. The following 

figure depicts the shares creation process.  

 

Figure: 4 Shares Creation 

In this process, with the image encryption somehow we are giving authentication to 

the end user, that only the registered user may logon to the application database. Following is 

the step by process for generating the shares. 
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Algorithm: 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: Read an image of end user choice.  

Step 3: Now add the userid to the image by using basic Steganography technique. 

Step 4: Convert the image size into binary format. 

Step 5: See that the file size is even or odd count. If it is odd add 1 to the content (binary 

count) 

Step 6: Now calculate, Shareimage1=content/2; 

                                  Shareimage2=content-Shareimage1 

Step 7: Check Shareimage1 & Shareimage2 are obtained or not 

Step 8: if obtained set resultimage=1 or else set resultimage=0. 

Step 9: End. 

 

[3.2.3] POST-PROCESSING PROCESS: 

In this process the share1 obtained is given to the login process by uploading to the 

application database, and thus the share2 image is being combined and compared with the 

actual image in the database and also the user credential details. If all the details are compared 

successfully he/she logon to the application successfully. 

 

Fig: Post-Processing Process 

Algorithm: 

Step 1: Start 

Step 2: Read the share1 image from the end user to the login process. 

Step 3: The share1 is being sent for stacking process, where the share2 is stacked with the 

share1 to form an actual image and is compared with the original image. 

i.e. Calculate content=Shareimage1 + Shareimage2 

Step 4: Now the total content is converted to binary values to obtain the original image and 

also the user credential details are retrieved which are being compared with the user details. 

Step 5: If the original image and user credential details are matched then the 

publisher/subscriber or end user can logon to the application. 
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[6] CONCLUSION 

By picking this plan the verification procedure has turned out to be more secure. 

Additionally this technique helpful for some electronic applications. For the most part now-a-

days one time watchword based login process turned out to be more prevalent, however there 

is an issue in accepting all the OTP's in consistent interims. There might be a possibility of 

not having signal in the shrewd cell phones; right then and there the utilization this visual 

cryptography strategy turns out to be more valuable. There might be a shot associating our 

gadgets through wi-fi in which this sort of strategy additionally helpful in this specific case. 

In future the applications may likewise be planned with these strategies so the client level 

authentication has turned out to be more secure than the other confirming techniques.  
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